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BLOG: THE BAUMINATOR

DirecTV Now Cloud DVR 
Trial Lets Subs Store  
100 Hours of Shows 
DIRECTV NOW’S beta test of a cloud DVR is enabling a small group of customers to record and 
store up to 100 hours of shows, according to details uncovered by CordCutterNews.

AT&T declined to offer further comment on the trial, but the report, based on screen captures 
from the DirecTV Now app for mobile devices, notes that recorded shows appear in the app’s My 
Library area.

DirecTV Now began to send out emailed invitations for the beta trial in recent weeks, and the 
OTT TV service is still expected to commercially launch the feature later this year. The company 
hasn’t said how many of its more than 500,000 subscribers have access to the beta, and if it will 
charge extra for that option or offer different tiers of storage. 

But the coming rollout will help DirecTV Now keep up with what’s become a core feature or op-
tion for other virtual MVPDs, including Sling TV, fuboTV, PlayStation Vue,  YouTube TV and Hulu. 
Vidgo, which is expected to launch service later this year, will also offer a cloud DVR.

For more from this blog, go to broadcastingcable.com/Sept11. 

VIDEOPHILE 
4K TVs Gain Share, But Overall TV Market is Flat
SALES OF 4K ULTRA HD TELEVISION SETS are set to grow by an additional 38% in 2017  
and account for more than one-third of the 
global TV market, according to recent projec-
tions from Futuresource Consulting.

As a point of reference, 4K TVs surpassed 
25% of total sales in 2016, despite a scarcity 
of broadcast TV fare offered in the new, pixel-
dense format. 

4K TV growth isn’t giving the total market 
much of a lift yet, as Futuresource noted that 
the total TV market reached 226 million units 
in 2016, similar to 2015 totals. 

“Mature markets remain flat in the face of 
saturation,” Futuresource marketing analyst 
David Tett said. — Jeff Baumgartner

TECH TWEETS

“Apple’s TV box lags competition.  
TV service doesn't exist. Don't think 
4k movies will move the needle,  
regardless of price.”  

— Peter Kafka (@pkafka), editor at Recode, on news that Apple 
is preparing to launch a 4K-capable model of its Apple TV box.  

NUMBER

$100 M
The amount Roku stands to raise 
through an initial public offering. 

Roku, which has already raised about 
$208 million, also disclosed in its S-1 
filing that it generated revenues of 
$199.7 million in the first six months 

of 2017, with revenues from Roku 
players ($117.32 million) representing 

most of that figure. 

Jeff Baumgartner

“We believe our  
No. 1 competitor  
is not linear TV.  
We believe our  

No. 1 competitor is 
digital and physical 

piracy.” 
Ñ Patrick Grove, co-founder and chairman of 

iFlix, a Malaysia-based SVOD service  
targeting emerging markets, in an interview 
on CNBCÔs Managing Asia. iFlix is also viewed 
as a competitor to Netflix and Amazon, which 

have launched SVOD services in countries 
around the globe. 

The fourth-generation  
(non-4K-capable)  

Apple TV device


